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Abstract: Segmentation of medical images has been one of the most important research areas because of its impact

in modeling and diagnosing the structure and the functions of various organs. The lack of unique solution for the

segmentation problem of medical images is caused by the wide range of selections among different medical imaging

modalities and clustering methods where each setting has its own estimates for solving this problem. The unistable

method is a novel method that generates enhanced images with high contrast, which can reduce boundary overlap

between different tissues. This is accomplished by fusion of different clustering maps, which are generated from selected

medical images using some clustering methods. The improved unistable images are somehow universal, where all estimates

of different regular segmentation settings are considered in the solution, and they are relatively stable, because results

of their segmentation are proved to be relatively independent of clustering method.
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1. Introduction

Segmentation of medical images has been one of the most important research areas for several years because of its

important impact on modeling and diagnosing the structure and the function of different organs. Precise tissue

segmentation serves in various medical applications such as radiotherapy planning, image-guided interventions,

surgical planning, and evaluation of tissue disorders caused by tumors or Alzheimer disease. It is only possible

to obtain macroscale images because of scanners’ limited resolution, where each sample represents the average

property of the corresponding group of tissues for each zone [1,2]. This limitation is the main reason for the

boundary-overlap problem between neighboring tissues in medical images [3–5], and, as a result, automatic

medical image segmentation is difficult to be achieved; therefore, simple segmentation methods such as manual

thresholds are still in use. Selection of suitable threshold values to separate different tissues in medical images is

still a challenge where a range of values is suggested within the same medical imaging modality and for the same

group of tissues [6–9]. Tissues of living beings in any part of the body are assumed to be almost uniform [10]. In

medical images, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [11] and computed tomography scans [12], similar
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tissues appear as areas of almost the same grayscale. Segmentation methods are classified into 3 types: region-

based methods, boundary-based methods, and hybrid methods, of which region-based methods are widely used

in medical image segmentation [2,4,5,13–19]. Region-based segmentation rely are used on clustering methods

such as Otsu [20], K-means [21], expectation maximization (EM) [22], C-means and fuzzy C-means (FCM) [23],

Markov random field, and iterated conditional modes (ICM) [4,5,18,19]. It should be taken into consideration

that there is no unique solution for the segmentation problem where different results are produced by changing

the clustering method and/or the selected numbers of clusters [2,4,5,13,14,16,19,23–27]. The human brain is

taken as a case study for this research. The brain is composed of three main components: white matter (WM),

gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). GM represents almost 50% of the whole brain volume, WM

represents almost 37% of the whole brain volume, and CSF represents almost 13% of the whole brain volume

[28,29]. CSF contains the largest amount of water among these three components. Arrangement of water

particles for each of these components differs as water particles of CSF are completely free; however, water

contents of WM are arranged in a very restricted order inside the myelinated axons, and for GM water particles

are arranged in axons but not very restricted as in WM. In other words, the CSF is isotropic material with

larger amounts of water particles, GM is anisotropic material with relatively low amounts of water, and finally

WM is highly anisotropic material with relatively the lowest amount of water.

Wen et al. [23] proposed an improved FCM algorithm with spatial constraints that could effectively

segment images that are corrupted by noise, outliers, and other imaging artifacts. They tested FCM, self-

organization maps, and FCM with spatial constraints (SFCM) on diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data (syn-

thetic and real) and compared the results to multichannel and multispectral fusion. El-Aff [14] performed a

comparative study on 3 clustering methods, Otsu, K-means, and ICM, to segment brain components based on

DTI data. It was shown in this study that the diffusion volume (DV) scalar index produces improved results

for CSF/non-CSF segmentation. The obtained rates of CSF, WM, and GM in the final clustering maps were

almost 18%, 34%, and 48%, respectively. Portela et al. [13] proposed a semisupervised clustering technique for

MRI data composed of two modules. First a random selected slice was clustered by the K-means algorithm,

and then each cluster was labeled by an expert and their statistical parameters were computed. Secondly,

tissue classes’ parameter values were used as initial parameters for a Gaussian mixture model to cluster the

remaining slices. The obtained rates of CSF, WM, and GM in the final clustering maps were 18.4%, 35.2%,

and 46.4%, respectively. Zhang et al. [16] presented a method based on hidden Markov random field (HMRF)

and the associated Markov random field map estimation and the EM fitting procedures. A bias field correction

algorithm was used as a presegmentation step for MRI data to avoid wrong initial parameter estimation through

intensity normalization. Freitas et al. [24] proposed an approach for segmentation of the midsagittal section

of the corpus callosum using the watershed transform. The results were compared with manual segmentation.

A method for 3D volume segmentation was also proposed in this research paper. Song et al. [25] presented

a method of information integration in a graph-based framework. In addition to image intensity, tissue priors

and local boundary information were integrated into the edge weight metrics in the graph. Furthermore, inho-

mogeneity correction was incorporated by adaptively adjusting the edge weights according to the intermediate

inhomogeneity estimation. The results were compared with a segmentation method based on ICM. Awate et

al. [26] proposed a segmentation strategy based on a Markov statistical image model that learns automatically

from the input data. It formulates the segmentation problem as an optimization problem to maximize the

dependency or mutual information between the segmentation labels and the Markov image statistics. Li et

al. [2,27] presented a method for automatic brain segmentation based on the multichannel fusion of DTI data.
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The segmentation process uses the EM algorithm in combination with the HMRF model. The obtained results

from that study were 21.4% CSF and 49.5% WM. This research aims to develop a new method (the unistable

method) that generates enhanced images with high contrast and reduced boundary overlap between different

tissues.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Diffusion tensor imaging

DTI is an MRI technique that enables the measurement of the restricted diffusion of water particles in tissue [1].

DTI produces data that describe tissues fibers in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For medical applications

and diagnosing therapies, DTI data are usually described as grayscale images in terms of rotational invariant

quantities or scalar indices (SIs) such as mean diffusivity (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA), rational anisotropy

(RA), linear anisotropy (Cl), spherical anisotropy (Cs), volume ratio (VR), angular anisotropy (AA), and DV

[1–3,30–33]. Datasets of this study were acquired from the Johns Hopkins Medical Institute website. These

datasets consist of brains’ DTI volume data. Each brain DTI volume contains 50 slices of 256 × 256 voxels per

slice. Each dataset has a file that contains 35 gradient orientations, which are used to calculate tensor data. In

every slice, voxel width = 0.9375 mm, voxel height = 0.9375 mm, and space between two successive slices = 2.5
mm.

2.2. The unistable method

The lack of unique solution for solving medical image segmentation problems is caused by the wide range of

selections among different medical imaging modalities and clustering methods where each setting has its own

estimate. The unistable method is developed to generate enhanced images with high contrast where boundary

overlap between different tissues is reduced. The generated unistable images are somehow universal, where

all estimates of different regular segmentation settings are considered in the solution, and they are relatively

stable, because results of their segmentation are relatively independent of clustering method. This makes the

segmentation process of medical images reduced from selection among many medical imaging modalities and

many clustering methods, to become selection using only one unistable image and any clustering method. For N

images, which contain clear features about the required tissues, M clustering methods with L different settings

generate N × M × L estimates of normalized clustering maps (CMs). Unistable image IMGUni is generated

by fusing the functions of these CMs together, where:

IMGUni. =
NxMxL−1∑

i=0

F (CM i) (1)

In this study the unistable method is applied to brain DTI SIs to distinguish between CSF and non-CSF tissues

and again to distinguish between WM and non-WM tissues. In both cases, four clustering methods are used

to generate CMs, namely Otsu, K-means, FCM, and SFCM. The generic setting for the unistable method is

chosen by using only CMs, which provides estimates of 3 clusters, namely tissue, nontissue, and background.

2.3. CSF/non-CSF unistable image generation

Five SIs are used to generate CSF/non-CFS unistable images (CSFUni), where CSF appears in these images as

light regions, and they are DV, MD, λ1, λ2, and λ3 (Figure 1). With four clustering methods (Otsu, K-means,
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FCM, and SFCM), 20 CMs are produced. The generic CSFUni is generated by finding the sum of all of these

CMs (Figure 2), and then:

Figure 1. The five scalar indices (DV, MD, λ1 , λ2 , and λ3) used to generate CSF/non-CSF unistable images.

Figure 2. CSF/non-CSF unistable image generation block diagram.

F (CM i) = CM i (2)

Then:

CSFUni =
NxMxL−1∑

i=0

CM i (3)
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As shown in Figure 3, the generic CSFUni has higher contrast compared to the regularly used MD scalar index.

More justification for the obtained results’ improvements will be stated in the next section.

Figure 3. MD image compared to CSF/non-CSF unistable image with generic settings.

2.4. WM and non-WM unistable image generation

Five SIs are used to generate WM/non-WM unistable images (WMUni), and they are FA, RA, VR, AA, and

Cl (Figure 4), where WM appears in these images as light regions except for VR, where WM appears as dark

regions. With four clustering methods (Otsu, K-means, FCM, and SFCM), 20 CMs are produced. The generic

WMUni is generated by the following equations (Figure 5):

Figure 4. The five scalar indices (FA, RA,VR, AA, and C l) used to generate WM/non-WM unistable images.

F (CM i) =

{
1− CM i for V R ∀CM i(x, y) ̸= 0

CM i else
(4)

Here CM i (x,y) ̸= 0 means a nonbackground point, which makes:

WMUni =
NxMxL−1∑

i=0

F (CM i) (5)
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As shown in Figure 6, the generic WMUni has higher contrast compared to the regularly used FA scalar index.

More justification for the obtained results’ improvements will be stated in the next section.

Figure 5. WM/non-WM unistable image generation block diagram.

Figure 6. FA image compared to WM/non-WM unistable image with generic settings.
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3. Results

The stability of the generated unistable images is measured using the rotation estimation (RE) technique (also

called cross-validation) [34]. The RE technique is one of the most commonly used models for evaluating the

results of statistical analysis that are generalized to an independent dataset. This technique is used to evaluate

the stability of the produced unistable images and other images against different clustering methods. The

unistable method has been applied to 5 different human brains to generate both CSFUni and WMUni . The

average mean and the average standard deviation of the obtained RE results for these brains (REAVG) show

that CSFUni and WMUni produce the lowest values compared to other images, which means they are closer to

being independent of the clustering algorithm (Tables 1 and 2). It was reported that thresholds of normalized

MD images with values around 0.3 can efficiently separate the images into CSF/non-CSF clustering maps [7].

Furthermore, thresholds of normalized FA images with values between 0.25 and 0.45 can separate images into

WM/non-WM clustering maps [35]. By finding the maximum match (minimum difference) between clustering

maps generated by using a range of thresholds around these values and different cluster maps of the selected SIs

and unistable images generated by clustering algorithms, the unistable results point to similar threshold levels,

but other SIs have a range of values (Figures 7 and 8). For 5 brains, the mean value of the maximum match

threshold using 4 different clustering methods is within the range of normal values and the SD value of the

maximum match threshold is the smallest among other SIs. This also proves that unistable images are closer

to being clustering algorithm-independent (Tables 3 and 4).

Figure 7. Maximum match analysis for CSF segmentation using MD threshold clustering maps and some cluster maps

generated using some clustering methods for different images.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The unistable method is a novel technique for medical image enhancement that produces unistable images

of high contrast and reduced boundary overlap among different tissues. The unistable images are somehow
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Figure 8. Maximum match analysis for WM segmentation using FA threshold clustering maps and some cluster maps

generated using some clustering methods for different images.

universal because different regular segmentation settings are taken into consideration as different points of view

for problem solution. The stability factor of unistable images is measured by RE analysis, where they give

the smallest values compared to other images, which makes them closer to becoming clustering algorithm-

independent. Clustering maps of unistable images produced from different clustering methods give similar

threshold points in the histogram of FA (for WM/non-WM clustering) and similar threshold points in the

histogram of MD (for CSF/non-CSF clustering) in the maximum match case; however, other SIs’ clustering

maps have ranges of values. This also verifies the stability of the unistable images. Improved results of the

unistable method depend on some factors; the first factor is the selection of suitable input images where target

tissues should be remarkable, the second factor is the suitable settings of the used clustering methods, and the

last factor is the CM fusion function. In a previous study [14], DV was proved to provide good results for

clustering CSF/non-CSF tissues with 3 clusters in the case of considering all foreground clusters to be CSF

regions (tissue and background only); then:

F (CM i) =

{
1 for DV ∀CM i (x, y) ̸= 0

CM i else
(6)

With this function, a slight difference in the modified CSFUni is obtained compared to the generic CSFUni

(Figure 9); however, much better RE results are produced (Table 5).

Furthermore, improved quality for the modified WMUni compared to the generic WMUni (Figure 10)

and better RE values (Table 6) can be obtained when the used function is determined by:
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Table 1. The average of the mean and the SD of 5 human brains’ RE analysis of different clustering methods for

CSF/non-CSF clustering from different images.

MD DV λ1 λ2 λ3 CSFUni

REAVG 1.80 ±0.68 4.08 ±3.86 2.03 ±0.88 1.88 ±0.71 2.00 ±0.72 1.07 ±0.44

Table 2. The average of the mean and the SD of 5 human brains’ RE analysis of different clustering methods for

WM/non-WM clustering from different images.

FA RA VR AA Cl WMUni

REAVG 3.72 ±1.55 5.19 ±2.45 3.62 ±2.65 4.00 ±1.58 5.08 ±2.70 2.16 ±1.83

Table 3. The average of the mean and the SD of 5 human brains’ threshold of maximum match analysis of different

clustering methods for CSF/non-CSF clustering.

MD DV λ1 λ2 λ3 CSFUni

THAVG 0.30 ±0.012 0.30 ±0.034 0.32 ±0.012 0.30 ±0.012 0.28 ±0.014 0.29 ±0.002

Table 4. The average of the mean and the SD of 5 human brains’ threshold of maximum match analysis of different

clustering methods for WM/non-WM clustering.

FA RA VR AA Cl WMUni

THAVG 0.37 ±0.013 0.41 ±0.026 0.45 ±0.010 0.38 ±0.016 0.44 ±0.011 0.39 ±0.003

Table 5. Mean and SD of 5 human brains’ RE analysis of different clustering methods in both the generic and the

modified settings for CSF/non-CSF unistable images.

Brain1 Brain2 Brain3 Brain4 Brain5 REAVG

Generic CSFUni 0.92 ±0.31 1.31 ±0.45 1.23 ±0.41 1.19 ±0.40 0.72 ±0.64 1.07 ±0.44
Modified CSFUni 0.56 ±0.48 0.77 ±0.63 0.70 ±0.57 0.67 ±0.55 0.63 ±0.51 0.67 ±0.55

Table 6. Mean and SD of 5 human brains’ RE analysis of different clustering methods in both the original and the

modified settings for WM/non-WM unistable images.

Brain1 Brain2 Brain3 Brain4 Brain5 REAVG

Generic WMUni 1.86 ±1.50 2.20 ±1.84 2.23 ±1.95 2.13 ±1.85 2.40 ±2.00 2.16 ±1.83
Modified WMUni 1.48 ±1.59 1.98 ±1.73 1.89 ±1.63 1.83 ±1.59 1.67 ±1.76 1.77 ±1.66

f(CM i) =

{
1− CM i for V R ∀CM i(x, y) ̸= 0

CM i else
(7)

Then:

F (CM i) = f(CM i)
2
+ f(CM i) (8)

Finally, it is concluded that the unistable method might be a straightforward solution for the segmentation

problem of medical images, where the segmentation process can be achieved using only one unistable image and

any clustering method.
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Figure 9. CSF/non-CSF unistable image with generic setting, modified CSF/non-CSF unistable image, and difference

map between the two images.

Figure 10. WM/non-WM unistable image with generic setting, modified WM/non-WM unistable image, and difference

map between the two images.
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